BIBHEB 205 A: Readings In Medieval Hebrew Poetry

Meeting Time: TTh 10:30am - 11:50am

Location: SAV 141

SLN: 21305

Joint Sections: 2017,spring,BIBHEB,525,A

Instructor: Scott Noegel

Catalog Description: A close examination of Medieval Hebrew poetry. Among the poems we shall study will include works by Yehudah Halevi, Shlomo ibn Gabirol, Moshe ibn Ezra, and Abraham ibn Ezra. Focus will be on the literary sophistication of this poetry. Prerequisite: BIBHEB 103/513 or MODHEB 103/513. Offered: WSp.

GE Requirements: Visual, Literary, and Performing Arts (VLPA)

Credits: 3.0

Status: Active

Last updated: January 10, 2018 - 9:31pm
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